Duotank Event tank
Event Solutions

Ev e n t Ta n k s
Plug-and-Play
The event tank is a mobile tank with a integrated
cooling system and air compressor. This way you
have a fully equipped “plug and play” mobile beer
system that you can use at any place, to any bar on
your event.

Supplying enough cold and fresh beer at an event can be a struggle.
Kegs constantly have to be switched out, requiring a substantial work
force, and resulting in a loss of beer. Even more frustrating is that kegs
are vulnerable to temperature changes, affecting the quality of the beer.
Duotank event tanks are the solution to all of these problems.
The event tanks of Duotank are fully stand alone operating units. Because
they are fitted with a cooler and compressor, the event tanks are able to
be used at any location as long as power is supplied. This allows the user
to have a constant flow of cold and perfectly fresh draft beer throughout
the event.
Duotank event tanks are fitted with a strong stainless steel frame which
will protect the tank and the other components against damage. The
heavy duty wheels that are fitted on the frame allow the tank to be moved
around easily. For placement on rough surfaces, the frame is designed
with special openings to allow forklifts to easily pick up the tank. This
means the tank can be moved around and placed at almost any location.
So, no matter what type of event the user is running: the beer supply will
be in an optimal condition.
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Event tanks

Event Tank
2,5 HL

5 HL

10 HL

Weight

265 kg

295 kg

470 kg

Dimension L*W*H

1430*778*1231 mm

1950*841*1393 mm

2420*974*1520 mm

Including

- Cooling unit
- Air Compressor
- Piercing Unit
- Safety Valve

Outlet

NW 25

Power Supply

- In: 230 V
- Operating: 16 amp

Important
All event tanks are delivered excluding branding plates
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